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Presentation Overview

What does federal rule look like for PA?
How do different options compare to CAMR?
Where do options diverge? 

Not just the level of reduction, but by when, and by what 
method.
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Unresolved issue #1: 
How should reductions be achieved?

Eliminate trading option
Picture Pennsylvania:

Home to local mercury sources & downwind from large cluster 
of sources.
Deposition from in-state sources very likely.
Deposition from sources immediately upwind very likely.
Why sell credits upwind that will dump downwind (into PA)? 
Why use credits and dump downwind? (not just downwind in 
Pennsylvania but also in treasured places further away, 
Chesapeake Bay or even Acadia National Park)

The goal is to reduce mercury loadings in PA, therefore, 
trading doesn’t make sense.



Unresolved Issue #2:
When should reductions be required?

PA DEP already on record supporting something 
more stringent than CAMR.
Most major hardware installations occurring by 2010 
to meet CAIR.
Given the state of mercury control technology, 
waiting until 2018 isn’t justified.
PA DEP needs to consider options that include a 
much more stringent timetable.
Need stringent standard to be technology forcing.
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Concluding Points
Key questions for PA DEP are timing and method of 
compliance
CAMR levels likely not to be met until past 2025, if 
at all.
Deposition from local and upwind sources makes 
trading ill-advised
Regulatory options to consider:

Hard caps within shorter timeframe
Flexibility other than trading—what’s worked with other 
pollutants? And in other states?
Either/or standard to ease compliance


